Our house rules (as of 09/19)
Dear guests / mechanics!
Our accommodation should be a home for you. You and our other guests should always feel comfortable with
us! We ask you to abide by the following little rules.

General note:
If you miss something in our accommodation, something to be improved or if we can help you in any way, just
let us know. We're here to help. Please handle the furnishings carefully, so that the next guests have
something of it and feel good.
If you incur any damage to the equipment, we ask you to inform us immediately. Mostly one can clarify such
things over the liability insurance fast and uncomplicatedly.
The apartment may be used at most with the number of persons specified at the time of booking (max 3). It is
strictly forbidden to accommodate other persons without the consent of the landlord.
Please ensure that your acquaintances, colleagues or employees abide by this small house rules.

The kitchen:
We ask you to rinse used dishes, cutlery or pots and pans before you leave (use the dish-wsher), so that the
next users always find clean dishes, cutlery or pots and pans.

IMPORTANT - The waste separation:
Please separate your garbage carefully in the containers provided (see waste separation)

SMOKING & Animals
We only ask you to smoke outside. In our accommodation, smoking and pets are not allowed.

The bathroom:
The bathroom is cleaned regularly. After having a shower, keep the lights (ventilation) running for a moment.
Please do not dispose of leftovers in the toilet.
Please do not wash and dry laundry in the apartment. If clothes are to be washed and dried, we can do this
for a small fee and provide it for you. Please contact us.

Our rest periods:
So that you and all other residents are fit and well rested tomorrow, it is necessary to sleep in the time
between 10:00 pm and 7:00 am.

Your duty to care:
Please close all windows and doors before leaving the apartment.
Also make sure that all lights and the stove / oven are off.

Valuables:
For valuables and wardrobe is not liable by the landlord.

Key:
As a tenant, you will receive a key from us. If the key is lost, the entire locking system must be replaced. The
costs are to be borne by the polluter!

Parking:
A car (max 6m) parking is available free of charge. Additional parking is available in the public area, at the
roadside, designated / public parking spaces and in about 200 m distance at the sports field.
Furthermore, our general terms and conditions in the current version must always be observed.
To find under: https://www.ferienwohnung-funk.com/home-englisch/documents/

In case of violations of our house rules or our terms and conditions, the immediate termination can be made.

